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YEE STORAGE

MATERIALS

DESIGNER

Yee is a flexible storage system that
allows you to create a composition that
perfectly suits your needs:

Base constructed from steel, available
in RAL9017 satin black, RAL3007
satin red or metallic pewter.

Metrica, 2018

Ideal for cleverly conceiling your
technology, or curating and displaying
the pieces you love, you can choose one
of our pre-selected compositions or
customise your own individual piece that
works for you.

Slatted wood top available in natural
ash or carbon stained ash.

CERTIFICATES

Storage elements available in either
wood finish or satin lacquered.

FSC certified timbers

Benches are available in three different
lengths, from single element compositions
up to 2.4m compositions with many
options on element sizes and finishes.
Every storage element comes with cable
management for cleverly conceiling
cables.

Wood finish avialable in natural ash or
carbon stained ash.
Satin lacquer available in SP01
ochre yellow, RAL8012 red brown or
RAL5008 grey blue.
Additional internal metal shelf
available in satin lacquer finish in
RAL9017 black, RAL8012 red brown
or RAL5008 grey blue.

Internal storage space can be maximised
using one of our internal metal shelves.

Additional information including 2D and 3D files, care and maintenance instructions, test certificates and assembly instructions are available at
www.sp01design.com
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YEE
PRE-SELECTED COMPOSITIONS

530

COMPOSITION A

1560

Short bench base YSBF1A1,
storage element 1560x240 / YSCT1A5FD1
available in satin or wood finish

307

COMPOSITION B
710

Short bench base YSBF1A1,
storage element 1560x420 / YSCT1A6FD1
available in satin or wood finish

1560

307

COMPOSITION C
1070

Short bench base YSBF1A1,
storage element 1560x780 / YSCT1A7FD1
available in satin finish only

1560

307

550

870

COMPOSITION D

2080

307

Medium bench base YSBF1A2 with
medium bench top YSBT1A2,
storage element 560x560 / YSCT1A1HD1
available in satin finish only,
storage element 1060x240 / YSCT1A3FD1
available in satin or wood finish

342

550

COMPOSITION E

2080

307

Medium bench base YSBF1A2 with
medium bench top YSBT1A2,
storage element 1060x240 / YSCT1A3FD1
available in satin or wood finish

550

730

COMPOSITION F

2080

307

Medium bench base YSBF1A2 with
medium bench top YSBT1A2,
storage element 1060x240 / YSCT1A3FD1
available in satin or wood finish,
storage element 1060x420 / YSCT1A4FD1
available in satin finish only

Additional information inlcuding 2D and 3D files, care- and maintainance instructions, test certificates and assembly instructions are available at
www.sp01design.com
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YEE
PRE-SELECTED COMPOSITIONS

550

730

COMPOSITION G

2400

307

Long bench base YSBF1A3 with
long bench top YSBT1A3,
storage element 810x420 / YSCT1A2FD1
available in satin or wood finish,
storage element 1560x240 / YSCT1A5FD1
available in satin or wood finish

730

COMPOSITION H

2400

307

Long bench base YSBF1A3 with
long bench top YSBT1A3,
storage element 810x420 / YSCT1A2FD1
available in satin or wood finish

730

COMPOSITION I

2400

307

Long bench base YSBF1A3 with
long bench top YSBT1A3,
storage element 1560x420 / YSCT1A6FD1
available in satin or wood finish,
storage element 810x420 / YSCT1A2FD1
available in satin or wood finish

Additional information inlcuding 2D and 3D files, care- and maintainance instructions, test certificates and assembly instructions are available at
www.sp01design.com
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YEE
STORAGE ELEMENTS
YSIS1A2

Storage element 560x560

Metal shelf for 560x560 element

500

560

230

YSCT1A1HD1

360
560

460

YSIS1A1

Storage element 810x420

Metal shelf for H420 and H780 elements

420

360

160

YSCT1A2FD1

610
460

YSCT1A3FD1

Storage element 1060x420

Storage element 1060x240

360

420

180

YSCT1A4FD1

1060
1060

460

YSCT1A5FD1

1560

240

180

Storage element 1560x240,
suitable for short compositions without bench top

460

YSCT1A6FD1

360

420

Storage element 1560x420,
suitable for short compositions without bench top

1560

460

YSCT1A7FD1

1560

780

720

Storage element 1560x780,
suitable for short compositions without bench top

460

240

810

460
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YEE
BENCH PARTS

YSBT1A1
short bench top only,
optional for compositions with 1560-long storage elements

320

1500

1022

YSBF1A1
short bench base only

305

YSBT1A2
medium bench top only

320

2080

1602

YSBF1A2
medium bench base only

305

YSBT1A3
long bench top only

320

2400

1922

305

YSBF1A3
long bench base only
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MATERIAL
Bench base: made of steel, available in different finishes.
Bench top: MDF wrapped in timber veneer, available in different finishes.
Storage elements: MDF wrapped in timber veneer or lacquered in different satin finishes.
Internal shelfes: Bent steel sheets, lacquered in different satin finishes.

FINISHES

Shelf for H420 & H780

Shelf for 560x560

METAL SHELF

1560 x 780

1560 x 420

1560 x 240

1060 x 420

AVAILABLE FINISHES

1060 x 240

AVAILABLE FINISHES &
COMBINATIONS

RAL5008
grey blue

810 x 420

Metallic
pewter

560 x 560

RAL3007
red

STORAGE ELEMENTS

RAL9017
black

RAL8012
red brown

Bench base only

SP01 ochre
yellow

Bench top only

Carbon
stained ash

BENCH PARTS

Natural
ash

Natural ash
Carbon stained ash
Satin lacquer SP01 ochre yellow
Satin lacquer RAL5008 grey blue
Satin lacquer RAL8012 red brown
Satin lacquer RAL9017 black
Satin lacquer RAL3007 red
Metallic lacquer pewter

Additional information inlcuding 2D and 3D files, care- and maintainance instructions, test certificates and assembly instructions are available at
www.sp01design.com

